The State Law and Order Restoration Council

The Law Amending the Myanmar Companies Act
(The State Law and Order Restoration Council Law No. 2/89)
The 15th Waxing Day of Pyatho, 1350 M.E.
(21st January, 1989)

The State Law and Order Restoration Council hereby enacts the following Law:-

1. This Law shall be called the Law Amending the Myanmar Companies Act.
2. In the Myanmar Companies Act:-
   (a) in Sections 25, 36, 82, 83, 87, 112, 124, 125, 135, 136 and 248 the expression "one kyat" shall be substituted by the expression "fifteen kyats"; the expression "three kyats" shall be substituted by the expression "forty-five kyats"; the expression "thirty-eight pyas" shall be substituted by the expression "six kyats"; the expression "fifty pyas" shall be substituted by the expression "eight kyats";
   (b) in Table B in the First Schedule under I and II, the expression "1 kyat" shall be substituted by the expression "15 kyats"; the expression "5 kyats" shall be substituted by the expression "75 kyats"; the expression "20 kyats" shall be substituted by the expression "300 kyats"; the expressions "40 kyats", "forty kyats" shall be substituted by the expressions "600 kyats", "six hundred kyats" respectively; the expression "100 kyats" shall be substituted by the expression "1,500 kyats"; the expression "400 kyats" shall be substituted by the expression "6,000 kyats"; the expression "1,000 kyats" shall be substituted by the expression "15,000 kyats".

Sd./ Saw Maung
General Chairman
The State Law and Order Restoration Council